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Abstract— Cluster networks will serve as the future access
networks for multimedia streaming, massive multiplayer online
gaming, e-commerce, network storage etc. And for those application
areas provisioning of Quality of Service (QoS) is becoming and
important issue. DiffServ as specified by the IETF is foreseen
to be the most prominent concept for providing predictability in
the future Internet. To enable seamless interoperation with the
higher level IETF concepts the QoS architecture of the lower layers
should comply with the DiffServ paradigm as well. Previous work
on predictability in cut-through networks has only studied class
based QoS. In this paper we set out to achieve flow level QoS
using flow aware admission control in combination with a flow
negligent DiffServ inspired QoS mechanism. Our results show that
flow level bandwidth guarantees are achievable with the use of the
Link-by-Link and the Probe based schemes. In addition we are
able to achieve an order of magnitude improvement in jitter and
latency in individual flows.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

S the global Internet has evolved into a marketplace with
a wealth of applications, the performance demands on
the servers running these applications has grown too large to
be handled by a single machine alone. This has resulted in a
move from single server applications to applications running
on a cluster of machines. Furthermore, new challenges have
appeared, one of these are the interconnection of computers in
a cluster, another is how to achieve predictable communication
between machines in a cluster. This has renewed the focus on
Quality of Service and resulted in several new technologies
for System and Local Area Networking (SAN/LAN) [3], [4],
[7], [12], [15], [21].
IETF has for several years provided the Internet community
with QoS concepts and mechanisms. The best known ones
are Integrated Services (IntServ) [8], Resource Reservation
Protocol (RSVP) [11], and Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
[5], [9]. In DiffServ QoS is realized by giving data packets
differentiated treatment relative to QoS header information.
In the underlying network technologies QoS has to a less
extent been emphasised - the key metrics here have mainly
been mean throughput and latency. To provide QoS end-toend, possibly over heterogeneous technologies this means that
the lower layers should also have support for predictable
transfer including the ability to interoperate with a higher level
IETF concept. This issue is being challenged by emerging
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SAN/LAN standards, such as InfiniBand  [4] and Gigabit
Ethernet [15] providing various QoS mechanisms.
Recently we have also seen several research contributions
to this field. In [10] Pelissier gives an introduction to the
set of QoS mechanisms offered by IBA and the support for
DiffServ over IBA. In this approach the presence of admission
control is assumed. Alfaro et. al build on this scheme and
present a strategy for computing the arbitration tables of IBA
networks, moreover a methodology for weighting of virtual
layers referring to the dual arbitrator defined by IBA [2]. The
concept is evaluated through simulations assuming that only
bandwidth sensitive traffic requests QoS. In [1] Alfaro et. al
also include time sensitive traffic, besides calculating the worst
case latency through various types of switching architectures.
Following the DiffServ philosophy no core switch should
hold status information about passing-through traffic. Neither
should there be any explicit signalling on a per flow basis to
these components. This means that within the DiffServ framework any admission control or policing functionality would
have to be implemented by boundary nodes or handled by a
dedicated bandwidth broker. The core switches are assumed
to perform traffic discrimination only based on service class,
which is decided by a QoS tag included in the packet header all packets carrying the same QoS tag will get equal treatment.
From that viewpoint DiffServ is apparently a relative service
model having difficulties giving absolute guarantees.
None of the previous debated contributions comply with
the DiffServ model. In [10] Pelissier discusses interoperation
between DiffServ and IBA on a traffic class and service level
basis, but refer to RSVP with respect to admission control.
The strategy proposed by Alfaro et. al has to recompute
the IBA dual arbitrator every time that a new connection
is honoured [1], [2]. Such a scheme is not associable with
DiffServ. In [16] Reinemo et. al. studied the provision of QoS
in cut-through networks by adhering to the DiffServ model.
The problem was approached without any explicit admission
control mechanism, as a pure relative model. Empirically
they examined the sensitivity of different QoS properties
under various load and traffic mixture conditions, hereunder
assessing the effect of flow-control. This work was further
studied in [20] where the concept described in [16] was
extended with three different admission control mechanisms.
Our contributions showed the feasibility of doing this at the
class level (i.e. aggregated flows). One important question that
we need to ask with regards to these results is “What happens

to QoS at the flow level?”. Even if things look good on the
class level it might not look good on the flow level. The object
of this paper is to study if we are able to achieve flow level
QoS in cut-through networks by combining admission control
with a class based scheme which is in compliance with the
DiffServ paradigm. Specifically, we will have a QoS concept
with flow aware admission control and flow negligent traffic
classes. Empirically we will study the throughput, latency and
jitter characteristics at the flow level, all in combination with
three different admission control mechanisms each with a fundamentally different approach to admission control. Our first
scheme assumes pre-knowledge of the network’s performance
behaviour without admission control and is implemented as
a centralised bandwidth broker. Our second scheme is based
on endpoint/egress measurements to assess the load situation,
and our third scheme makes use of probe packets to assess the
load situation.
Our results are important in two ways. Firstly, they are
important as a means to achieve QoS in cut-through networks.
Secondly, they are important to bridge QoS between the global
Internet and a local cluster. If IETF standards such as DiffServ
or IntServ are applied for some applications on the Internet
we need ways to represent these QoS attributes on our cluster
to be able to serve the application request according to their
specified QoS.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section II
we give a description of our QoS architecture, in section III
our three admission control mechanisms are described, and in
section IV our simulation scenario is described. We discuss
our performance results in section V , and in section VI we
finish off with some concluding remarks.

T

II. Q O S A RCHITECTURE

HE architecture used in our simulations is inspired by
IBA link layer technology [4] and is a flit based virtual
cut-through (VCT) switch. The overall design is based on the
canonical router architecture described in [6].
In VCT the routing decision is made as soon as the header
of the packet is received and if the necessary resources are
available the rest of the packet is forwarded directly to the
destination link [14]. If the necessary resources are busy the
packet is buffered in the switch. In addition we use flow control
on all links so all data is organised as flow control digits (flits)
at the lowest level.
The switch core consists of a crossbar where each link and
VL has dedicated access to the crossbar. Each link supports
one or more virtual lanes (VL), where each VL has its own
buffer resources which consist of an input buffer large enough
to hold a packet and an output buffer large enough to hold two
flits to increase performance. Output link arbitration is done
in a round robin fashion.
To achieve QoS our switch architecture support QoS mechanisms similar to the ones found in the IBA architecture. IBA
supports three mechanisms for QoS which are mapping of
service level (SL) to VL, weighting of VLs and prioritising
VLs as either low priority (LP) or high priority (HP). A more
detailed description of these QoS aspects can be found in [16].

The routing used is a newly introduced routing algorithm
called Layered shortest path routing (LASH) [13]. LASH is a
minimal deterministic routing algorithm for irregular networks
which only relies on the support of virtual layers. There is no
need for any other functionality in the switch, so LASH fits
well with our simple approach to QoS. An in-depth description
of LASH is found in [13].

I

III. A DMISSION C ONTROL
N this section we propose three different admission control
(AC) mechanisms that we carefully evaluate in section V.

A. Link by Link Based Admission Control
In the Link-by-Link (LL) approach a bandwidth broker (B)
knows the load on every link in the network and will consult
the availability of bandwidth on every link between source and
destination before accepting or rejecting a flow. This solution
assumes that both topology and routing information about the
network is available.
For the AC decision we adopt the simple sum approach as
presented in [19]. This algorithm states that a flow may be
admitted if its peak rate  plus the peak rate of the already
admitted flows  is less than the link bandwidth   . Thus the
  [19]. We deduce
requested flow will be admitted if 
the effective bandwidth from the measurements obtained in
[16]. Since we are dealing with service levels where each SL
has different bandwidth requirements it is natural to introduce
some sort of differentiation into the equation. We achieve
this by dividing the link bandwidth into portions relative to
the traffic load of the SLs, and include only the bandwidth
available to a specific service level   . Giving   ,
 &('*)+-,
where   !#"%$  &('*) .0/1.32 , . And  is the sum of the
admitted peak rates for service level 465 and  70!#" is the
effective link bandwidth.
B. Egress Based Admission Control
The Egress Based (EB) approach is a fully distributed AC
scheme where the egress nodes are responsible for conducting
the provisions. Basically, we adopt the Internet AC concept
presented by Cetikaya and Knightly in [17]. This method does
not assume any pre-knowledge of the network behaviour as
was the case with the previous solution. Also different from
the previous approach is the use of a delay bound as the
primary AC parameter. For clarity we give a brief outline of
the algorithm below, a more detailed description can be found
in [18].
The method is entirely measurement based and relies on
that the sending nodes timestamp all packets enabling the
egress nodes to make two types of measurements. First, by
dividing time into timeslots of length 8 and counting the
number of arriving packets, the egress nodes can deduce the
arrival rate of packets in a specific timeslot. By computing the
maximum arrival rate for increasingly longer time intervals
we get a peak rate arrival envelope 9;:=<?> , where <@BADC*E0E E0C?F
timeslots, as described in [17]. Second, by comparing the
originating timestamp relative to the arrival time, the egress

node can calculate the transfer time of a packet. Having this
information available the egress node can furthermore derive
the time needed by the infrastructure to service G following
packets; i.e. a consecutive stream of packets where the next
packet in the service class enters the infrastructure before the
previous packet has departed the egress node. By doing this for
larger and larger G sequences of packets within a measuring
interval of length F@8 and subsequently inverting this function
we achieve the service envelope 4:=<?> , giving the amount of
packets processed by the network in a given time interval < .
Now repeating this H times, the mean 9;:=<?> and the variance
IKJ :L<?> of 9;:L<?> , and the mean 4M:L<?> and variance N J :L<?> of 4O:=<?>
may be calculated. If a flow request has a peak rate P and
a delay bound Q it may be accepted if the peak rate P plus
the measured arrival rate 9;:=<?> is less than the service rate
allowing for the delay QRC 4O:=<SQ > .
The EB scheme will admit as much traffic as it can without
breaking the delay bound. The key instrument of the scheme is
the given delay bound for the different flows, and the efficiency
of the algorithm is linked to its ability to limit the service levels
to operate within the delay bounds.
C. Probe Based Admission Control
As an alternative to passively monitoring the network activity in the egress nodes of the network, as was the case with the
EB scheme, it is possible for the end nodes in the network to
take a more active role in the AC decision. This can be done
by actively sending probe packets through the network from
source to destination and monitor the arrival of the probes at
the egress of the network [25], [26]. If the size and rate of
the probe packets is designed correctly they should give the
egress node the opportunity to calculate how the new flow will
be treated by the network. Several probing schemes have been
proposed in the literature, some of which are described in [25],
[26]. In [25] Bianchi et.al. propose a probing scheme where the
load is inferred by measuring the jitter for the probe packets.
They require that the probe packets are forwarded through the
network with the lowest priority of all packets. This ensures
that the probe packets will be unable to steal bandwidth from
the already existing traffic in the network while additionally
giving worst-case measurements of the network jitter and thus
guaranteeing that the traffic, when admitted, will get at least
the service of the probe packets. When applying this in our
simulation scenario it is natural to let the probe traffic be
forwarded on one of the low priority SLs with a relatively
low weight, possibly equal to 1. The AC decision is based on
<<T1UWVXO'Y[ZS<<TU\VXM0!]B^ and _A . Where <<TU\V is the
transmission time and  is the number of packets rejected. For
each probe packet received the receiver registers the packet’s
transmission time, e.g. the time the packet spends in the
network. When an adequate amount of probe packets have
been sent and received the receiver calculates the jitter by
subtracting the minimum packet transmission time from the
maximum packet transmission time. This value is compared
to the jitter requirements embedded in the probe packets and an
admission decision is sent back to the sender. If the perceived
jitter was less than the requirement the flow is accepted,

otherwise the flow is rejected. Additionally if any of the probe
packets are rejected by the sender due to the limited size of
the send queue buffer the flow is also rejected.
D. Target for Admission Control
The main findings for the work in [16] are that :=T`> throughput differentiation can be achieved by weighting of VLs and
by classifying the VLs as either low or high priority, :=TT`> the
balance between VL weighting and VL load is not crucial
when the network is operating below the saturation level.
In general this sets the target for the AC, since as long as
we can ensure that the load of the various service classes
is below saturation level we can also guarantee that each
of these classes get the bandwidth they request. The target
for admission control is thus the point where the amount
of accepted traffic is starting to become less than the traffic
offered. The effective bandwidth at this point will be used as a
steering vehicle by the LL method. The success of this method
is documented in [20].
Another main finding in [16] is that although the latency
characteristics below saturation were fairly good, significant
jitter was observed. We challenged this problem in [20] with
the EB method, unfortunately the EB scheme was unable to
give bandwidth guarantees and the latency results was slightly
worse than the LL scheme at the class level. We have included
the EB scheme for comparison only, and added the PB scheme
in order to improve the latency and jitter performance.

F

IV. S IMULATION S CENARIOS

OR all simulations we have used a flit level simulator
developed in house at Simula Research Laboratory.
We have performed simulations on a network with 32
switches, where each switch is connected to 5 end nodes and
the maximum number of links per switch is 10 in addition
to the end nodes. We have randomly generated 16 irregular
topologies and we have run measurements on these topologies
at increasing load. We use LASH as our routing algorithm and
random pairs as our traffic pattern [13], [27]. In the random
pairs scheme each source sends to one destination and no
destination receives from more that one source. The link speed
is one flit per cycle, the flit size is one byte and the packet
size is 32 bytes for all packets.
The five different end nodes send traffic on one of five
different service levels. One service level for each node (Table
I), SL 1 and 2 are considered to be of the expedited forwarding
(EF) class in DiffServ terminology,SL 3 and 4 are considered
to be of the assured forwarding (AF) class. SL 5 is considered
as best effort (BE) traffic and from that viewpoint is not a
subject for AC.
For the LL scheme all simulations where run with a target
load deduced from our measurements in [16]. In the first part
of the simulation the send rate is steadily increased by adding
more and more flows until admission is denied by the AC
scheme. When this happens the current rate is not changed,
but the node will try to add more flows for a fixed number of
times before it gives up. For the EB scheme the send rate is
increased in the same way, but the AC decision is primarily
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SERVICE LEVELS
DS1
Load %
BW2
EF
10
4
EF
15
6
AF
20
8
AF
25
10
BE
30
1

Pri
high
high
low
low
low

TABLE I
T HE FIVE

SERVICES LEVELS USED IN SIMULATION .

based on measured latency as described in section III-B. For
the PB scheme the AC decision is based on the measured jitter
for the probe packets as described in section III-C.
All simulations use traffic that is modelled to display selfsimilar behaviour according to [24]. Analyses of real-life
network traffic traces have shown that the packet arrival rate
in a network is not totally independent of the arrival of any
other packet such as in a Poisson process. Instead the arrival
rate display a degree of self similarity where the traffic is
repeated on smaller and larger time scales in accordance with
fractal theory [22], [23]. In [24] Willinger et.al. show that
an aggregation of Pareto distributed on/off sources are within
the necessary mathematical criterion to produce self-similar
traffic. This is the approach we have adopted in this paper.
2 The

2
2.5
Number of packets offered

Average class throughput

SL
1
2
3
4
5

1 The

1.5

DiffServ equivalent service class.
maximum number of flits allow to transmit when scheduled.
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V. P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS
E will now discuss our results with regards to throughput, latency and jitter, all in that order.

A. Throughput
As was presented in section IV our traffic is divided into
five different classes. The throughput results for these classes
are presented in figure 1, while throughput results for flows
are presented in figure 2. Figure 1(a) shows the throughput
achieved without any form of admission control (NoAC).
We observe that we are unable to give all service classes
the requested bandwidth as we enter saturation. Furthermore,
the high priority (HP) classes preempts the low priority
(LP) classes, i.e. the bandwidth differentiation is no longer
according to the percentages in Table I. This behaviour is
reflected at the flow level in figure 2(a) where we see that
the throughput per flow is decreased as the number of flows
is increased. With this in mind we will evaluate each of our
proposed AC schemes.
Our first candidate is the probe based (PB) scheme where
jitter is the primary AC parameter. From figure 1(b) we
observe that this scheme performs very well. The admission
control decision is very precise about when to accept and reject
traffic and we see bandwidth differentiation that is relative
to the actual requests. In other words we are able to give
bandwidth guarantees with this scheme. Looking at flow level
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throughput we see from figure 2(b) that all flows get the
requested bandwidth at the cost of less bandwidth for best
effort traffic in SL5.
The next candidate is the EB scheme using latency as the
primary AC parameter. It is apparent from figure 1(c) that the
EB is unable to give bandwidth guarantees at the class level.
The load is allowed to increase beyond the saturation point
and admits too much traffic. In addition the differentiation
between SLs deteriorates as the load increases. The poor
performance3 of the EB scheme can be ascribed to the use
of delay as the primary AC parameter, this results in the
bandwidth requirements being ignored and that the number
of flows accepted in each class is not differentiated in relation
to the actual requests.
Our final candidate is the LL scheme which use bandwidth
as the primary AC parameter. The LL scheme presented
in figure 1(d) shows several improvements compared to the
mediocre performance of the EB method. It is in fact as good
as the PB approach as we achieve a bandwidth differentiation
which is relative to the actual requests, meaning that we can
give bandwidth guarantees. Moreover, we are able to utilise
the network resource well since we go close to the saturation
point without passing it. The good performance of the LL can
be attributed to the fact that it knows the load of every link
3 As a sidenote, the performance of the EB scheme is worse when using
self-similair compared to the use of a Poisson process as was the case in [20].

in the network and is able to make the AC decision based on
the load along the actual source/destination path. At the flow
level the LL approach is as good as the PB scheme. It is able
to give all flows the requested bandwidth at the cost of less
bandwidth available to best effort traffic in SL5.
B. Latency
Now we will study the ability to guarantee latency at the
flow level. Typically we want to have low latency for flows in
the high priority SLs, while we accept higher latency values
for the low priority SLs. For the best effort traffic in SL5 we
do not try to meet any latency requirements.
Figure 3(a) shows the average per flow latency for increasing load values without admission control. Comparing this
with the results from PB in figure 3(b) shows that there is
an improvement in latency of about one order of magnitude
for HP flows. For the EB scheme in figure 3(c) the results
are similar, but the improved latency is not as low as is the
case for the PB method. On the other hand the differentiation
between flows in different SLs is better in this scheme. HP
SLs stabilize at 700 and LP SLs stabilize at 1000 cycles. For
the PB scheme both HP and LP SLs stabilize at 100. Still,
the EB scheme is unable to achieve latency as low as the
other schemes even if its using latency as the primary AC
parameter. The reason for this is probably the unpredictable
latency characteristics in cut-through networks as observed in
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[16]. Finally the LL scheme is able to get an improvement in
latency on par with the PB scheme. From figure 3(d) we see an
improvement in latency of more than one order of magnitude.
It is also able to differentiate better between flows in different
SLs than both the PB and EB scheme. The good performance
of the LL scheme can be ascribed to its detailed knowledge
about the network.

Moving on to our last candidate, the LL mechanism in
figure 4(d), we see an improvement in overall jitter. But the
improvement is worse than what is the case for both the EB
and PB scheme. Furthermore, the jitter in flows from SL1
and SL4 shows a large amount of variation compared to both
EB and PB approach. This is probably caused by the fact
that this scheme ignores latency and jitter properties and only
concentrates on throughput when making the AC decisions.

C. Jitter

VI. C ONCLUSION
N this paper we set out to achieve flow level QoS with
regards to throughput, latency and jitter. Towards this
goal we have evaluated three different admission control
schemes for virtual cut-through networks. One is a probe based
scheme using jitter as the primary AC parameter, another is a
measurements based approach using lantecy as the primary
AC parameter and yet another is a centralised bandwidth
broker approach using pre-knowledge of the network link load
without admission control as the primary AC parameter.
Our contributions are as follows. First, flow level bandwidth
guarantees are achievable with the use of the Link-by-Link and
the Probe based schemes, while the Egress Based method is
unable to achieve good guarantees. Second, improved per flow
latency and jitter properties are achievable with both the Probe
and Egress based methods, but strict guarantees are hard to
give since jitter is still high. Overall, the Probe based scheme
gives us the best performance with regards to throughput,

Our third QoS attribute is the variation in latency, also
referred to as jitter. We want our jitter to be as low as possible
and to better evaluate this we have plotted the maximum
observed jitter for all our AC schemes in figure 4. The plots
contain the maximum per flow jitter observed throughout the
simulation run.
The NoAC results show that there is substantial increase in
jitter for all flows even at very low load. With the introduction
of the PB scheme jitter is reduced by one order of magnitude
for high priority flows (figure 4(b)). For low priority flows the
reduction is slightly less. The primary AC parameter for this
method is jitter and thus it performs well. Still, even if we
are able to reduce jitter significantly our guarantees are coarse
since jittering is still in the order of 300 to 600 cycles.
The EB scheme performs worse with a jitter of 12000 cycles
regardless of SLs. This is understandable as the EB method
focus on latency instead of jitter.
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latency and jitter. The final conclusion is that we are able
to achieve flow level QoS with a combination of DiffServ and
admission control in cut-through networks.
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